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Energy Dependence of the

Di�erences between the Quark and

Gluon Jet Fragmentation

DELPHI Collaboration

Abstract

Three jet events arising from decays of the Z boson, collected by the DELPHI detector,
were used to measure di�erences in quark and gluon fragmentation. Gluon jets were anti-
tagged by identifying b quark jets. Unbiased quark jets came from events with two jets plus
one photon. Quark and gluon jet properties in di�erent energy ranges were compared for
the �rst time within the same detector. Quark and gluon jets of nearly the same energy in
symmetric three jet event topologies were also compared. Using three independent methods,
the average value of the ratio of the mean charged multiplicities of gluon and quark jets is

< r >= 1:241� 0:015 (stat:)� 0:025 (syst:):

Gluon jets are broader and produce fragments with a softer energy spectrum than quark
jets of equivalent energy. The string e�ect has been observed in fully symmetric three jet
events. The measured ratio R of the charged particle ow in the qq inter-jet region of the
q�qg and q�q samples agrees with the perturbative QCD expectation.

The dependence of the mean charged multiplicity on the hadronic center-of-mass energy
was analysed in photon plus n-jet events. The value for �s(MZ) determined from these data
using a QCD prediction with corrections at leading and next-to-leading order is

�s(MZ ) = 0:116� 0:003 (stat:)� 0:009 (syst:):

(To be submitted to Zeit f. Physik C.)
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1 Introduction

In Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) quarks and gluons are predicted to carry dis-

tinct colour charges. Quarks have a single colour index while gluons are tensor objects

carrying two colour indices. Due to this fact, quarks and gluons di�er in their relative

coupling strength to emit additional gluons, and, in consequence, jets originating from

the fragmentation of energetic quarks and gluons are expected to show di�erences in their

�nal particle multiplicities, energies and angular distributions. The investigation of these

di�erences is the subject of this article.

Earlier results of the study of di�erences between quark and gluon jets [1] at center of

mass energies below the Z mass indicated di�erences in the momentum and transverse

momentum spectra of particles from quark and gluon jets. Only recently with the massive

statistics and improved quark jet tagging techniques available at LEP have conclusive

measurements of the multiplicity di�erence of quark and gluon jets become available [2,3].

Less than 1% of the gluon jets are expected to contain particles originating from the

fragmentation of heavy b quarks [4]. Gluon jets can therefore be collected from an initial

sample of reconstructed three jet events, qqg, in which two of the jets, the quark jets,

are seen to satisfy the experimental signatures of being initiated by b quarks, leaving

the remaining jet to be associated to the gluon jet without further requirements. In the

present analysis, the use of advanced experimental techniques to identify the original

avour of the quark jets with very high precision enables high gluon jet purities (�94%)
to be attained, allowing thus a study of an almost background free sample of gluon

jets. The variety of methods investigated to select the b quark initiated jets includes

the identi�cation of inclusive high momentum leptons and the use of impact parameter

distributions. The combination and comparison of all these methods acts as an important

cross-check of the �nal results since they are subject to di�erent systematic biases.

A further important ingredient of the analysis is the use of hadronic events containing

two hadronic jets and an energetic, isolated photon. The selection of such q�q events

provides a sample of high purity quark jets of varying energy. Hence, for the �rst time,

a direct comparison of quark and gluon jets, as a function of energy, can be performed

within the same detector. The use of qq events can also be extended to the study of the

string e�ect [5,6], which predicts a greater particle ow in the inter-jet region between

the two quarks of the qq event types than in the corresponding analogous region of the

qqg events [7{10].

The large sample of hadronic events also allows the investigation of special symmetric

event topologies to compare quark and gluon jets at nearly the same energy scale. Two

types of symmetric three jet event topologies are studied in detail, two fold symmetric

events and fully symmetric events. For the �rst time an analysis of fully symmetric events

is presented in which both b jets are tagged simultaneously.

The mean charged multiplicity of events containing one photon and any number of jets

is also studied as a function of the reduced center-of-mass energy of the hadronic system.

The comparison of the obtained distribution with results from other e+e� experiments

at lower center-of-mass energies provides an interesting cross-check of the possible biases

present in the quark jet sample.
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2 Experimental Apparatus and Event Selection

2.1 The DELPHI Detector

The DELPHI detector, surrounding one of the interaction regions at the Large Electron

Positron facility LEP at CERN, has been used to record the samples of events contained

in this analysis. It provides both tracking and calorimetric information over almost the

full solid angle. A detailed description of the detector, the exact geometry as well as the

trigger conditions and the event processing chain appear in references [11{13].

The barrel region of the detector consists of a system of cylindrical tracking detectors

and an electromagnetic calorimeter, embedded in a superconducting solenoidal coil pro-

viding a uniform magnetic �eld of 1.23 T parallel to the beam direction (z). The central

tracking detectors provide measurements of the coordinates of charged particles in both

the R� plane, transverse to the beam, and in the z direction. These are the vertex

detector, the inner detector, the time projection chamber and the outer detector. The

vertex detector con�guration comprises three concentric and overlapping layers of silicon

microstrip detectors which allow the (R;�) coordinates of charged particles to be mea-

sured with a precision of 8 �m. The inner detector is a cylindrical jet chamber, providing

24 (R;�) coordinates, surrounded by an outer cylinder containing �ve layers of multiwire

proportional chambers which give coordinates both in (R;�) and z coordinates. The

Time Projection Chamber (TPC) is the principal tracking device which in addition can

provide a measurement of the energy loss dE=dx for charged particles, with a resolution

of �5:5% in muon pair events. The tracking in the barrel section is completed by the

outer detector which is composed of �ve layers of drift cells. The combined usage of these

tracking detectors provides an average momentum resolution of �(p)=p = 3.6% GeV/c

for muons of 45 GeV/c [14].

Electromagnetic calorimetry is accomplished in the barrel region by the High Density

Projection Chamber (HPC), which covers polar angles � from 40
�
to 140

�
. The HPC is

a gas sampling calorimeter, operating on the time-projection principle, which measures

with high granularity the three-dimensional charge distribution induced by electromag-

netic showers, enabling thus the identi�cation of electrons and photons in a hadronic

environment.

In each of the forward regions of the detector, two systems of drift chambers

(FCA,FCB), covering polar angles between 11
�
and 33

�
, improve the tracking of charged

particles. The electromagnetic energy is measured by the Forward Electro Magnetic

Calorimeter (FEMC), which consists of an array of lead glass blocks subtending polar

angles from 8
�
to 36

�
on either side.

The muon detection system is both within and beyond the outer layers of the hadron

calorimeter (HAC), which also serves as the return yoke of the magnet. In the barrel

section, the system consists of several layers of drift chambers with delay line readout. In

each of the forward regions, the system consists of two modules of drift chambers arranged

in quadrants. In both the barrel and the forward regions, measurements of penetrating

charged particles in three dimensions are provided.

2.2 Event Selection

All data collected by DELPHI during the years 1991 to 1993 were considered in the

present analysis. In a �rst step of the selection procedure, quality cuts on all charged
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Algorithm Reference Resolution Recombination

Durham (kT ) [17] yij =
2�min(E2

i
;E2

j
)�(1�cos�ij)

E2

vis

pk = pi + pj

Jade [18] yij =
(pi+pj)

2

E2

vis

~pk =
Ek

j~pi+~pjj
(~pi + ~pj)

Ek = Ei +Ej

Table 1: De�nition of the jet resolution variable yij and of the recombination schemes

for the Durham and Jade jet �nding algorithms; Evis is the total visible energy of the

event, pi � (Ei; ~pi) denotes a 4-vector and �ij is the angle between ~pi and ~pj.

particles and all neutral clusters in the calorimeters were imposed in order to ensure a

reliable determination of their momenta, energies and multiplicities. The quality cuts

on charged particles were as in [15]; neutral clusters reconstructed in the HPC, FEMC

and hadron calorimeter were selected by imposing requirements on the minimum and

maximum reconstructed energy, with an additional condition on the distribution of layers

hit for HPC clusters. Identi�ed electron positron pairs arising from photon conversions

were considered as single neutral clusters if the sum of their momenta exceeded 600

MeV/c.

A sample of hadronic events was then selected as in [15] by demanding a minimum

charged multiplicity, enough visible charged energy and events well contained within the

detector volume, with a veto on events containing badly mis-measured charged particles.

Small di�erences in these cuts were used when studying particular topologies of events.

The surviving data sample passing the hadronic criteria contained more than 1:6 � 106
events with a small contamination arising from �+��

pairs (�0.1%) and negligible con-

tamination from beam-gas scattering and  interactions.

Charged and neutral particles were grouped into jets by means of a particular jet

�nding algorithm. The general procedure was as follows. For each pair of particles ij, the

algorithm characteristic jet resolution variable yij was calculated from the corresponding

four-momentum vectors of both particles. The pair with the smallest yij and whose value

did not exceed a given threshold ycut, which determined the point at which particles were

resolved into jets, was combined to form a new pseudo-particle with four-momentum as

de�ned by a given recombination scheme. The procedure was reiterated until no further

pairs of particles or pseudo-particles satis�ed the condition yij < ycut. The remaining

particles or pseudo-particles were henceforth referred to as jets.

A number of such jet �nding algorithms have now been developed and their properties

studied in detail [16]. The principal results of this analysis are presented using the

Durham algorithm [17] and for comparison also the Jade algorithm [18]. They di�er

from one another in the de�nitions of the recombination scheme and of the jet resolution

variable. Each has been applied to the hadronic data sample for the selection of three

jet events and the assignment of particles to jets. As no jet �nding algorithm can claim

to be unique in the correct particle assignment to jets [19], the analysis of both selected
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three-jet data samples provides an important cross-check of the relevant results. Table 1

summarises the exact de�nition of the resolution variables and recombination schemes

used by these two algorithms.

2.3 Event Samples

For a detailed comparison of quark and gluon jet properties it was necessary to obtain

samples of quark and gluon jets with similar energies. Di�erent event topologies were

used to ful�l this condition as it is illustrated in �gure 1.

a)

θ2

θ3

θ1

Jet 1

Jet 3

Jet 2

qq
–
g events

b)

θ2

θ3

θ1

Jet 1

isolated γ

Jet 2

qq
–
γ events

c)

θ2

θ3

θ1

Jet 1

Jet 3

Jet 2

Y events; θ2,3 ∈ [150 o±15o]

d)

θ2

θ3

θ1

Jet 1

Jet 3

Jet 2

Mercedes events; θ2,3 ∈ [120 o±15o]

Figure 1: Three jet event con�gurations of the gluon and quark jets analysed in the

present study.

Three jet events, in which none of the jets consisted of an isolated photon, were used

to select gluon jets (�gure 1(a)). For each of these events, the two quark jets were recog-

nised using experimental techniques which identi�ed heavy quark initiated jets with high

precision. The remaining jet was then assumed to originate from a gluon without any

extra condition, therefore and henceforth referred to as anti-tagged. Events containing

an isolated hard photon were used to obtain unbiased quark jets of reduced energy (�g-

ure 1(b)). The properties of quark and gluon jets obtained in this way could thus be

compared as a function of the jet energy. The quark sample was largely independent of

any inuence from hard gluon radiation, ensuring that systematic e�ects due to mixed

quark and gluon samples were negligible. Unfortunately, the statistics obtained by this

selection were rather low.

Symmetric events were selected by requiring �2 � �3 (� being the jet-jet angle as in

�gure 1) de�ning one (Y type events) or two quark jets (Mercedes type events) and one

gluon jet of similar energy and topology (�gures 1(c,d)). This nomenclature for twofold

symmetric (Y) events (135
� < �2;3 < 165

�
) and threefold symmetric (Mercedes) events

(105
� < �2;3 < 135

�
) is used throughout this paper. For Mercedes events the gluon jets

were obtained using the same technique as described above in which the two heavy quark

jets were experimentally identi�ed. For Y events, the most energetic jet was assumed

to originate from a quark, which is true in 98% of the cases. The other two jets were

then resolved to be one the quark and the other the gluon jet by searching for the heavy

quark signature to be satis�ed in only one of them. For these symmetric con�gurations,

the gluon jets were directly compared to the mixed jet sample contained in all symmetric

three jet events. The use of subtraction techniques which rely on the knowledge of the

proportion of quark and gluon jets populating the three jet event sample enabled this

comparison to be made.
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Note that none of the quark jets used to anti-tag gluon jets entered in the quark-

gluon comparison since their topological properties were biased by the selection criteria.

However, gluon jet properties remained unaltered by this procedure [20,21].

2.3.1 q�qg Event Sample

In order to enhance the contribution from events with three well de�ned jets attributed

to q�qg production, a set of further cuts was applied to the three jet event samples. These

cuts selected planar events with each of the reconstructed jets well contained within a

detector region of good acceptance. The symmetric and non-symmetric con�gurations

had separate cuts, summarised in table 2, to accommodate the di�erent jet con�gurations

and the statistics resulting from the sample selections.

Measurement Non-symmetric topologies Symmetric topologies

Number of particles in each jet � 1 (charged) � 2 (charged or neutral)

Minimum jet energy 3 GeV 5 GeV

Sum of angles between jets > 359:5� > 355
�

Polar angle of each jet axis 26
� � 154

�
30

� � 150
�

Table 2: Planarity and acceptance cuts for reconstructed three jet events.

The values of ycut used for the di�erent analyses when selecting the three jet data

samples were optimised using the Jetset 7.3 Parton Shower Monte Carlo [22] by max-

imising the available statistics and the purity of the three jet sample, and, minimising

the fraction of four jet events in the three jet sample. The three jet purities were cal-

culated by computing the fraction of three jet events reconstructed at both parton and

hadron level w.r.t. all three jet events reconstructed after hadronisation. For events not

restricted to have a symmetric con�guration, values of ycut = 0:01 for the Durham jet

�nder and ycut = 0:04 for the Jade recombination scheme were the most suitable values,

whereas a ycut = 0:015 was chosen to preselect the symmetric three jet events. When

value of ycut = 0:010 was used, the sample of Mercedes events was primarily populated

by Y events just passing the topological cuts, whereas many of the real Mercedes type

like events were resolved as four jet events.

To each of the jets a calculated energy was assigned as derived from the jet directions

and the angles between them. Assuming massless kinematics, the jet energy could be

expressed as:

Ecalc
j =

sin�j

sin�1 + sin�2 + sin�3

p
s; j = 1; 2; 3 (1)

where �j is the inter-jet angle as de�ned in �gure 1.

Studies using full simulation of the DELPHI detector [23] showed that for the range

of jet energies being considered here, from 5 GeV up to 45 GeV, the calculated jet energy

Ecalc
j gave a better representation of the true underlying jet energy Etrue

j (i.e. before

detector simulation) than did the reconstructed (or visible) jet energy Erec
j . The use of

Eq. (1) had in fact two e�ects. Primarily it corrected for the energy shift towards low

values which a�ected the measured reconstructed jet energy due to undetected particles,
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and, secondly, improved the energy resolution from �(Erec
j � Etrue

j ) � 3:5 � 7:0 GeV to

�(Ecalc
j � Etrue

j ) � 2:5� 1:5 GeV in this energy range.

Subsequent corrections to Ecalc
j , due to the mass e�ects in the case of b quark initiated

jets, were also added to the above formula even though they only applied for small gluon

energies and in all circumstances were small, less than 3%.

Quark and gluon jets were then grouped in energy intervals of 5 GeV, covering the

range from 7.5 GeV up to 42.5 GeV, both in data and simulation data. The calculated

jet energy, Ecalc
j , was used to de�ne the jet energy.

The symmetric topology event samples were not further divided into energy bins.

2.3.2 qq Event Sample

To enable a comparison of the selected gluon jets with an unbiased sample of quark jets

of comparable energies, two jet events containing a hard radiative photon were selected.

Starting from the sample of events containing three jets, as determined by the parti-

cular jet-�nding algorithm, the subset in which one of the jets was formed by only one

neutral particle was subject to further analysis. This enhanced the contribution from

events with a hard �nal state photon.

This enhancement was achieved by selecting only those photon candidates of energies

greater than 5 GeV that were deemed inconsistent with originating from a radiative elec-

tron. Photons recognised as converting into electron positron pairs were also considered

in the selection criteria. It was further demanded that no charged particle was present

within a cone of 20
�
around the photon direction. The resulting isolation angle and

the reconstructed energy spectrum of the selected photon candidates were observed to

agree between the data and the simulation prediction [20]. Each of the jets was likewise

assigned a calculated energy using Eq. 1, thereby minimising the sensitivity to possible

discrepancies in the calibration of the detectors. Cases, where the calculated Ecalc
 and

the reconstructed Erec
 energies of the photon disagreed by more than 50% were seen to

originate mainly from background processes and were therefore rejected.

For each event the information given by the remaining two quark jets was used in the

analysis. Only two types of events contaminated the qq sample. These were hadronic

�nal states with misidenti�ed ��
and radiative �+��

events. When the event selection

used the Durham reconstruction algorithm the calculated backgrounds were 5.6% and

2.6% for misidenti�ed ��
and for radiative �+��

pairs, respectively.

The samples listed in table 3 were obtained after applying the quoted selection criteria.

Event type # events Energy range < E >

q�qg
(DURHAM)

(JADE)

319; 095

328; 355
2.5 GeV - 42.5 GeV 8 bins of 5 GeV

q�q
(DURHAM)

(JADE)

1; 006

1; 112
2.5 GeV - 42.5 GeV 8 bins of 5 GeV

Y events 74; 164 19.6 GeV - 28.8 GeV 24.2 GeV

Mercedes events 9; 264 27.4 GeV - 33.4 GeV 30.4 GeV

Table 3: The three jet event samples and their corresponding energy intervals as used in

the present analysis.
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3 Methods in Anti-tagging Gluon Jets in qqg Events

In this section the di�erent methods employed to extract the gluon induced jets in

the selected samples of qqg events are introduced. The common approach of the various

methods followed the general strategy of identifying the two quark jets using well known

experimental techniques that e�ciently detected the signature of heavy quark fragmen-

tation. Gluon jets were thus selected by being the only jet not passing the heavy quark

selection criteria in three jet events. The further advantage of this is that no special

selection was directly required for the gluon jet and therefore biases were minimised.

3.1 Lepton Identi�cation

Muons were identi�ed by their ability to penetrate large amounts of material in the

DELPHI detector. Muon candidates were �rst selected by requiring that particles de-

tected by the tracking chambers penetrated the hadron calorimeter into the muon de-

tector [24]. To discriminate against background from pion and kaon decays and hadron

punch-through, a minimal momentum of 4 GeV/c was demanded. Three jet events con-

taining a muon candidate were then selected, but only those events, in which one of the

two lower energy jets contained the lepton, were retained. The most energetic jet and

the jet containing the lepton were thus tagged as quark jets, while the remaining third

jet was considered to be the gluon jet. The total number of events thus selected were

8358 or 8462 using the Durham or Jade algorithm, respectively.

Electrons were identi�ed by examining the response of the HPC to charged particles

and by the energy loss, dE=dx, as measured in the TPC. A number of variables that

described the longitudinal shower pro�les were also constructed [24]. The combination of

all this information together with the particle momentum (� 3 GeV/c) were then used

to construct a single variable whose value returned the probability for the particle under

consideration to be an electron. Electron candidates were thus selected by imposing tight

cuts to this probability such that a high purity was achieved. The method of tagging

(anti-tagging) the quark (gluon) jets described above was similarly applied to the electron

inclusive three jet sample, giving a total of 7650 (Durham) or 7802 (Jade) gluon jet

candidates.

3.2 Lifetime Tag

The lifetime signed impact parameter of charged particles was used to construct an

algorithm for tagging b jets following a method developed by the ALEPH Collabora-

tion [25] which has recently been adapted to the DELPHI data [26]. In this method the

probability PN to contain no decay products from long lived hadrons was evaluated for a

given selection of N particles. Each value of PN corresponded to a speci�c combination

of b purity and e�ciency, which in the case of DELPHI appears in reference [26]. In this

analysis, the whole sample of three jet events was considered and the tracks corresponding

to each of the reconstructed jets were used to construct a probability PJ per jet. Events

and jets were �nally classi�ed according to the observed values of each PJ following two

selection strategies:
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Figure 2: Normalised distributions of the gluon jet energy spectrum for the various

samples as selected using (a) inclusive muons, (b) inclusive electrons, (c) single vertex

and (d) double vertex techniques. Also shown are the Jetset 7.3 prediction as tuned

using all DELPHI data and the expected background.
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I. The most energetic jet was taken as a quark jet, and cuts on PJ were applied to each

of the two lower energy jets in order to establish which was the quark and which was

the gluon jet. The main criterion applied was to demand that one of the two lower

energy jets satis�ed the condition PJ < 0:01. The remaining jet was then taken as

the gluon provided its probability value, PJ , did not fall below 0.1. This latter cut

ensured that the decay products of the b hadrons did not, in general, �lter through

to the selected sample of gluon jets. A total of 23138 (Durham) or 24643 (Jade)

gluon jets were selected using this single vertex tag method.

II. Both quark jets were identi�ed by applying cuts to the jet probability variable. By

demanding that two of the three jets satis�ed the condition PJ < 0:01, the remaining

jet was then considered as the gluon provided its probability value, PJ , exceeded 0.1.

Note that no energy requirement for the tagging of quark jets was applied, leading to

the selection of a few events in which the gluon induced jet carried the largest fraction

of energy. A total of 6382 (Durham) or 6791 (Jade) gluon jets were selected using

this double vertex tag method.

For the symmetric event topologies looser cuts could be used as the quark and gluon jet

properties were obtained using a subtraction technique [21]. Only events with a signature

of b quark induced events were selected as input to the gluon identi�cation by demanding

that PN , for the whole event, did not exceed a value of 0.032. For Y events the procedure

followed method I, however demanding PJ > 0:1 for the gluon jets and PJ < 0:1 for

heavy quark jets. A number of 8238 gluon jets in Y type events were selected using this

cut. For Mercedes type events both of the quark jets had to be identi�ed as all of the

three jets had comparable energy (as in method II). PJ < 0:1 was required for both of

the quark jets and PJ > 0:1 for the gluon candidates, respectively. In total, 568 gluon

jets were identi�ed within Mercedes events [21].

The present quark and gluon jet selection collects samples of jets whose energies are not

restricted to a �xed value. The energy spectra of the gluon jets and expected background

for each of the methods used are shown in �gure 2. The purest gluon sample was obtained

with the double vertex anti-tagging technique. It also contains gluon jets with energies

above 35 GeV.

4 Quark and Gluon Jet Purities

The purities of the tagged gluon jet samples were evaluated using the Jetset 7.3

event generator [22], with full simulation of the DELPHI detector [23], by associating each

reconstructed jet in the detector to an underlying quark or gluon jet. More speci�cally,

the jet �nding algorithm was applied to the �nal state partons at the end of the QCD

shower and a value of ycut was chosen such that three jets were always reconstructed. The

two jets containing the primary quarks were labelled quark jets while the remaining jet

was considered as the gluon jet. Each jet at the detector level was then associated to that

quark or gluon jet at the parton level which best matched its direction. This minimised

the probability of assigning hadrons with secondary vertices to gluon jets [20]. The gluon

purity of each `anti-tagged' gluon sample was then given by that fraction associated to

the underlying gluon jet.

To avoid double counting of jets due to the di�erent tagging methods, jets simulta-

neously tagged by two or more of these methods were assigned to the method which

provided the highest purity.
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The gluon purities achieved for each of the above methods were studied as a function

of ycut and the gluon energy, for both Durham and Jade recombination schemes [20].

The double vertex tagging method gave the highest purity of up to 94% whereas the other

methods gave 85% to 87%. Another nice feature of the double vertex tagging method

was the stability of the gluon purity down to ycut values lower than those reached by the

other methods considered in the present analysis.

Purities of the quark jets in the qq event sample were also estimated using simulated

data. On average, the quark purity for the events selected by the Durham algorithm

was 92% whereas 94% purity was achieved when the Jade scheme was applied. There

were weak dependencies of the purities on the energy and ycut. The avour composition

of the selected events was also studied and found to be consistent with the hypothesis

that the photons were radiated by the �nal quarks according to their electromagnetic

charge squared [20].

Due to the lower purities chosen for the symmetric events, gluon jet purities had to

be evaluated very carefully for these special con�gurations. In order to reduce possible

ambiguities in the assignment of partons to the jets, heavy hadrons were associated to the

jets using the full detector simulation by two independent means [21]. On the one hand

it was assumed that the jet which had the largest angle to the heavy hadrons would be

the gluon induced jet (angle assignment), on the other hand the jet containing the fewest

decay particles from the heavy hadrons was assigned to the gluon (history assignment).

Method Angle assignment

gluon in: Jet 1 Jet 2 Jet 3

Jet 1 5:3% 0:05% 0:09%

History Jet 2 0:01% 34% 0:5%

assignment Jet 3 0:02% 0:71% 60%

Table 4: Correlation of angle and history assignment. The values in this table have been

calculated for arbitrary three jet events with �proj2;3 2 [110
�; 170�], with �proj2;3 being the

angle between jets 2 and 3 in the event plane.

Table 4 shows that both methods are highly correlated and that therefore the purities

can be estimated with small systematic uncertainties. By the identi�cation described

above gluon jet purities of 80:0%� 2:0% (Y events) and 73:2%� 2:5% (Mercedes events)

were achieved [21].

5 Results

The tagging methods provided samples of quark and gluon jets for comparative studies

of quark and gluon fragmentation as a function of the jet energy. In this section we

discuss the charged particle multiplicity and the semi-inclusive distributions sensitive to

the dynamics of quark and gluon jet fragmentation.
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5.1 Charged Particle Multiplicities in Quark and Gluon Jets

The charged particle multiplicity distribution F i;unf
n of the selected jets included in the

non-symmetric qqg=qq con�gurations was unfolded from the measured distribution F i;obs
m

by constructing an acceptance matrixAi
mn for each energy interval i using the full detector

simulation (F i;obs
m = AmnF

i;unf
n ). The elements of this acceptance matrixAi

mn denoted the

probability of a jet with original multiplicity n, including charged particles from all K�

and � decays, to be observed as a jet with m charged particles, accounting for the event

and track selection e�ciencies and for the additional spurious tracks arising from hadron

interactions in the detector material and from photon conversions. In order to reduce the

complexity of the correction procedure, the multiplicity distribution was approximated by

a negative binomial distribution [27] (NBD) whose free parameters, namely the mean (n),

the dispersion (k), and the normalisation (N) were adjusted by a �tting method [20]. The

applicability of the negative binomial distributions was extensively tested using simulated

events for all energy points. In all instances the NBD was able to describe the mean of

the true multiplicity to within 0.2%, and by applying the full method, the original mean

value of the true multiplicity could be reproduced within 1%.

The mean multiplicity attributed to the gluon jet was extracted by simultaneously

�tting all available data from the four selected samples at each energy point. The unfolded

gluon multiplicity distribution was assumed to be composed of a mixture of the true

gluon multiplicity, constant in all the four samples, and a background which depended

on each particular sample. Only the purities were taken from the simulation whereas the

parameters associated to the NBD were �tted according to:

F i;unf
n (s) = pi(g; s) � F i;true

n (g) + (1� pi(g; s)) � F i;back
n (s);

where F i;unf
n (s) was the multiplicity distribution found in data, unfolded for detector

e�ects, for each of the event samples: s = �; e; 1vtx; 2vtx. F i;true
n (g) was the true charged

multiplicity for gluon jets which was common to all the various sets of events and F i;back
n (s)

was the jet multiplicity of the background events for each of these sets. Finally p(g; s)

was the gluon purity as derived from simulation.

In a similar way, using the qq event sample, the mean value of the multiplicity

distribution for quark jets was corrected applying the same technique although di�erent

sources of background were to be considered. In this case, the mean multiplicity per

energy point was extracted according to:

F i;unf
n = pi(q) � F i;true

n (q) + pi(2jets) � F i;2jets
n (2jets) + pi(� ) � F i;�

n (� ) ;

where the considered contamination sources arises from two jet events with mis-identi�ed

pions (F i;2jets
n ) and radiative �+��

events (F i;�
n ). The values of p(q); p(2jets) and p(� )

were the fraction of events populating the photon sample according to the simulation.

The measured mean charged particle multiplicity as a function of the jet energy in

both quark and gluon samples is shown in �gure 3(a) for the Durham algorithm. The

Jetset prediction is seen to be in reasonable good agreement with the data. In table 5

the parameters n and k for the �tted NBDs are also shown.

In �gure 3(b), the ratio, r(E), of the mean charged particle multiplicities in the

tagged gluon and quark jet samples is shown as a function of the jet energy. The

value of this ratio varies from 1:06 � 0:18 at 10 GeV to 1:38 � 0:09 at 40 GeV sug-

gesting already an energy dependence of the charged multiplicity ratio. A linear �t

to the energy dependence using only data from the non-symmetric topologies yields
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�r=�E = (105 � 34 (stat:) � 18 (syst:)) � 10�4 GeV
�1
. The average value of r over

the full energy range is < r >= 1:232 � 0:026 (stat:)� 0:018 (syst:).

The estimation of the systematic error includes the uncertainties due to the �nite

statistics in the simulation used to calculate the sample purities and the limitations inher-

ent to the �tting/unfolding procedure described previously. The size of the uncertainties

arising from a possible non-perfect modelling of all the various simulated background jets

entering in the gluonic sample were quanti�ed as follows. For each energy interval, the

gluon jet purity was changed by re-scaling the quark jet background to account for the

exact di�erences between the measured and the simulated gluon jet energy distributions

as shown in �gure 2. The new mean of the charged multiplicity distribution was then

obtained using these new gluon purity factors and the di�erences between the old and

the new mean values were calculated for each energy point. The di�erences found are

rather small as compared to the statistical error reaching values from �0.5% at 10 GeV

gluon energy to �3% at 40 GeV gluon energy. The e�ects due to the poor statistics

present in some energy intervals of the quark jet sample were also investigated. For this

purpose, the mean charged multiplicity of the quark jets was �tted using di�erent bin

sizes when describing the distribution. The change in the �tted results is negligible for

data points with energies above 25 GeV but it has some inuence in the mean values

below this energy, always, however, within statistical errors. This e�ect is in fact the

larger contribution entering the quoted systematic error of the slope measurement. The

mean quark multiplicities values and their associated errors shown in �gure 3(a) and in

table 5 correspond to the results obtained when grouping the multiplicity distributions

in bins of two particles.

The average corrections to the absolute measured mean charged quark and gluon jet

multiplicities have been found to lie in the ranges (12� 4)% and (14� 6)%, respectively.

For r the corresponding average correction factor is � 4% as both quark and gluon

correction factors usually compensate each other. Only the r value of the last energy

point at 40 GeV had to be corrected by a larger factor of � 10%, since at this point, a

larger gluon background is present in the sample.

Energy [GeV] ngluon kgluon nquark kquark

10 5:78� 0:06 24:1 � 6:1 5:43 � 0:90 7:3 � 5:2

15 6:64� 0:09 15:0 � 1:7 5:54 � 0:43 6:0 � 2:5

20 8:18� 0:17 9:6 � 1:4 7:52 � 0:36 13:3 � 9:1

25 9:13� 0:14 8:9 � 1:0 7:38 � 0:33 11:8 � 5:4

30 9:83� 0:30 6:0 � 0:7 7:89 � 0:35 21:3 � 9:9

35 10:67 � 0:33 12:4 � 6:9 8:24 � 0:17 17:6 � 5:6

40 11:86 � 0:68 3:8 � 2:3 8:61 � 0:20 14:9 � 1:4

Table 5: Values of the observed mean multiplicities (n) and dispersions (k) for the quark

and gluon jet samples as a function of the jet energy. These values are derived from the

�t to Negative Binomial Distributions using the Durham algorithm at ycut = 0:01 for

the jet reconstruction.

Using Y and Mercedes event con�gurations, similar information could be obtained

from the analysis of tagged gluon jets and the mixed sample. The charged multiplicities

in the tagged and in the mixed sample (ntag and nmix, respectively) followed from the
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Figure 3: (a) The mean charged particle multiplicities for quark and gluon jets and (b)

their ratio r as a function of the jet energy. The Jetset 7.3 curves represent the model

prediction as tuned using all DELPHI data. Also, notice that the values shown here

correspond to the corrected values, in the case of symmetric events, for having the same

b and c quark content as that obtained in the tagged q�qg/q�q sample, as it is explained

in the text. The data point of the correlation method in (b) is shifted by +1 GeV for

better display.
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equations:

ntag = p(g)tag � n(g) + (1� p(g)tag) � n(q)
nmix = p(g)mix � n(g) + (1 � p(g)mix) � n(q) ;

(2)

where n(q) and n(g) denoted the true underlying mean charged multiplicities in the quark

and gluon jets, respectively; p(g)tag and p(g)mix were the purities of gluons in the tagged

and the mixed sample. In the mixed sample only events which had failed the b tag at

event level were used. This kept inuences of b decays small. The purities were taken

from event simulation and were the only model dependent assumption entering in the

analysis. Eq. 2 could be solved to yield the measured multiplicities for quark and gluon

jets.

For the ratio of the charged multiplicities in quark and gluon jets, an acceptance

correction was made directly to the mean value of the multiplicity distribution. The

ratio of the multiplicities for quark and gluon jets is obtained to be:

r(EY ) = 1:279 � 0:021 (stat:)� 0:020 (syst:)

r(EMercedes) = 1:323 � 0:053 (stat:)� 0:020 (syst:) :

The systematic error is dominated by the uncertainty of the gluon jet purity in the

tagged sample.

A further measurement of the ratio r was obtained by applying a novel correlation

method to the untagged Mercedes events [28]. The analysed data sample included the

whole period 1991-1994, hence the intrinsic statistical error was smaller than those ob-

tained in the other methods. This correlation function C(n1; n2; n3) was de�ned as follows:

C(n1; n2; n3) =
P (n1; n2; n3)

Puncor(n1; n2; n3)
:

Here P (n1; n2; n3) was the probability to observe an event with charged particle mul-

tiplicities in the three jets equal to n1; n2; and n3, respectively (n1 � n2 � n3). The

corresponding uncorrelated probability Puncor(n1; n2; n3) was constructed by using a jet

mixing method which consisted of constructing fake events from three subsequent real

events whose original jets were randomly taken and associated to form an arti�cial

three jet event. The uncorrelated probability Puncor could then be expressed by the

multiplicity distributions of gluon and quark jets which were assumed to have about

the same energy, �30.4 GeV, and to be described by NBDs whose parameters were

correlated by the r(EMercedes)correlation = ngluon=nquark parameter with the constraint

ngluon + 2 � nquark = nevent. A �t to the measured correlation function C yields:

r(EMercedes)correlation = 1:253 � 0:028 (stat:)� 0:044 (syst:) ;

if the Durham algorithm with ycut = 0:015 is used to select Mercedes type three jet

events with angles of 120
� � 20

�
between the jets in the event plane.

The various methods used in the present analysis are based on di�erent sources of

quark jet samples which contain di�erent quark avour compositions. As a consequence

of this, the individual measured multiplicities need to be corrected to enable a proper

comparison and combination of the results. The symmetric con�guration analyses were

thus corrected to account for the same b and c quark content as the one present in

the tagged q�q sample which was about 11% and 33%, respectively, and was chosen as

the reference sample. The correction has been performed on the basis of the charged

multiplicity di�erence reported in references [29] and [30] whose average values have been

estimated as 2:96 � 0:33 (stat:+ syst:) for bb events and as 1:14 � 0:62 (stat:+ syst:)
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for cc events. As it is also discussed in these works no energy dependence is assumed for

these di�erences. In the case of tagged Y and Mercedes events the b correction, 2.2%,

decreases the value of the observed r because this analysis explicitly excludes b quark

jets. For the correlation method, on the contrary, the value of r is increased because

the normal fraction of b quarks at the Z peak of �22% is considered. The correction

accounting for the c multiplicity is common to both analyses which assume the standard

composition de�ned by the coupling to the Z. It lowers down the values of r by an

additional 1.1%. Table 6 and �gure 3 summarise all r values measured by the various

analyses once these corrections are applied.

Method/con�guration Energy [GeV] r

Tagged Y events 24:2 � 0:02 1:235 � 0:021 � 0:022

Tagged q�qg/q�q 26:6 � 0:70 1:232 � 0:022 � 0:018

Tagged Mercedes events 30:4 � 0:03 1:276 � 0:055 � 0:022

Mercedes events, correlation method 30:4 � 0:02 1:263 � 0:029 � 0:044

Table 6: Values of (ngluon=nquark). The values for symmetric events are corrected to

account for the same b and c quark content as that obtained in the tagged q�qg/q�q

sample.

The data used in the di�erent analyses partially overlap. To remove any correlation

only the input associated to the smallest error per data point has been entered when

calculating an average multiplicity ratio for r. The result is:

< r >= 1:241 � 0:015 (stat:)� 0:025 (syst:) :

The enhanced charged multiplicity in gluon jets w.r.t. quark jets is therefore proved

and its average value is found to be in reasonable agreement with previous observations

obtained by other experiments [2,3] once the proper corrections to account for the same

composition of b and c quark jets in the quark sample are considered.

The value of r can be further corrected to only account for the multiplicity of the light

quarks: u; d; s. In this case it is:

< ruds >= 1:305 � 0:016 (stat:)� 0:032 (syst:) ;

where the uncertainties of the b and c charged multiplicity measurements are considered

in quadrature and are included in the systematic error.

The most novel experimental result of the present analysis is the increase of this ratio

with the jet energy. A �t presupposing a linearly increasing ratio yields for the slope of

r(E):

�r=�E = (86� 29 (stat:)� 14 (syst:)) � 10�4 GeV�1 ;

where the quoted systematic error mainly accounts for the spread in the �t results when

grouping the quark multiplicity distributions of the qq sample in bins containing one or

two particles. The signi�cance of the energy dependence of r is 2:7�. The result for the

�2=n:d:f: of this �t is 0.8. A �2=n:d:f: of 2.2 is instead obtained for the hypothesis of no

energy dependence with the value of r �xed at the average value measured above.

This behaviour is also found to be consistent with the Jetset prediction at both

parton and fragmentation level [31]. The slopes obtained for the QCD model curves are

�r=�E = (90�3) �10�4 GeV�1
at parton level and �r=�E = (76�2) �10�4 GeV�1

after
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fragmentation. Di�erences in the slopes and o�set values are attributed to fragmentation

e�ects. Their relative importance however decreases with increasing energy. The choice

of the mass scale parameter Q0 at which the parton shower evolution stops and the

fragmentation takes over a�ects the parton level prediction. By varying the value of Q0

in the range from 1 GeV to 3 GeV, the prediction of the r o�set at parton level changes

by 20% while the overall variation in the slope is kept within 5%. The studied systematic

uncertainties in the slope are thus well below the statistical error and therefore the slope

measurement is, at present, largely dominated by the statistical error of � 30%.

Energy [GeV] ngluon kgluon nquark kquark

10 7:04 � 0:10 9:8� 1:2 5:44 � 0:85 15:3 � 6:9

15 7:95 � 0:14 9:3� 1:1 6:73 � 0:81 15:1 � 3:5

20 9:35 � 0:19 6:2� 1:0 7:46 � 0:53 23:0 � 12:6

25 10:16 � 0:43 6:5� 1:4 7:50 � 0:33 12:8 � 8:4

30 11:18 � 0:47 3:7� 0:9 8:19 � 0:19 10:2 � 2:8

35 11:27 � 0:74 6:6� 1:2 8:20 � 0:23 9:1 � 1:7

40 12:61 � 1:32 12:2� 10:5 8:41 � 0:16 16:3 � 1:5

Table 7: Values of the observed mean multiplicities (n) and dispersions (k) for the quark

and gluon jet samples as a function of the jet energy. These values are derived from the

�t to Negative Binomial Distributions using the Jade algorithm at ycut = 0:04 for the

jet reconstruction.

When the same analysis was performed for the Jade scheme, with the quark jet

mixture as de�ned by their coupling to photons, the average value < r >= 1:369 �
0:019 (stat:) � 0:035 (syst:) was obtained from the tagged qqg=qq-analysis and the

correlation method. As can be observed when comparing table 5 and table 7, the mean

charged multiplicities of the gluon sample are systematically greater for Jade than the

corresponding ones for Durham whereas for the quark sample they are similar. The

measured slope is �r=�E = (87 � 49) � 10�4 GeV
�1

as compared to a predicted value

of �r=�E = (120 � 5) � 10�4 GeV
�1

at parton level. The signi�cance of this result is

now 1.8� mainly due to the lower statistics entering this analysis, as only data from

the tagged qqg=qq and Mercedes events in the correlation method, at ycut=0.06, have

been used. The obtained value of r in the Jade scheme is higher than the one for the

Durham algorithm. This result could be expected from the studies performed in [19],

the reason being a consequence of the property of the Jade algorithm which associates

to each jet more soft particles at large angles than Durham does. Whether this increase

is interpreted as being more sensitive to the QCD behaviour or just a feature of the

algorithm is a delicate question to be answered. It can be deduced that only the di�erent

angular coverage of each of these two algorithms for a given �xed jet energy [19,20] can

account for the di�erent results for r. This interpretation is also supported by a recent

publication from OPAL [2] in which it is demonstrated that r is hardly inuenced by the

value of ycut used to reconstruct jets. Therefore, the observed di�erence in the present

study cannot be attributed to a non-optimal selection of ycut. Independent of the absolute

values obtained for r the increasing behaviour with energy is proved to be present at 2.7�

signi�cance level for Durham and at 1.8� signi�cance level for Jade. Agreement with

the parton shower prediction for the slope of r is obtained in both cases.
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These results thus indicate that r depends on the jet energy and also on the recon-

struction jet algorithm used, mainly because of the intrinsic angular acceptance of the

algorithm. Fragmentation e�ects, as shown in �gure 3, decrease the value of r w.r.t. what

the QCD parton shower approximation predicts as implemented in Jetset and tuned by

DELPHI. Still the measured value of r is systematically smaller than that predicted by

Jetset throughout the whole energy range. The increasing trend of r as a function of

the jet energy is however seen to follow the QCD-like expectation, at both parton level

and after fragmentation.

5.2 Topological Variables

Sizeable di�erences are expected between distributions of hadrons in quark and gluon

jets sensitive to the dynamics of quark and gluon fragmentation. To explore these di�er-

ences and their possible energy dependence we study distributions as a function of

� the scaled energy

xE =

Epart

Ecalc
jet

;

� the rapidity of the leading particle

� =
1

2

ln

 
E + pL

E � pL

!
;

� and the jet broadness

� = ln

 
3

2

P
p2TP
p2

!
; (3)

here Epart is the particle energy while pL and pT are the parallel and transverse particle

momentum w.r.t. the jet direction.

The distributions discussed in this sections are based on the Durham jet de�nition

and are fully corrected for limited detector acceptance and resolution. The � mass is

assumed for all particles.

Figure 4 compares the scaled energy distribution for quark and gluon jets as obtained

from Y and Mercedes events. As expected both selections lead to the same general

pattern. The observed decrease is however more pronounced in gluon than in quark jets.

Only at small xE (xE � 0:2) where most of the particles are observed, the multiplicity in

gluon jets is larger than in quark jets. The relative di�erence of the energy distributions

here is 25-50% consistent with the the observed di�erence in total multiplicity. In the

high momentum region the multiplicity in gluon jets is suppressed (by about one order

of magnitude) w.r.t. quark jets. This is interpreted as due to the presence of the initial

quark as a a valence quark inside one of the produced hadrons, whereas in case of an

initial gluon emission all quarks have to be created in the fragmentation process.

Both the quark distributions of Y and Mercedes events are in excellent agreement with

the overall scaled energy distributions from experiments at lower energies. For comparison

the xE distributions of Amy [32] and Tasso [33] have been normalised to the number

of jets, assuming it to be equal to two in general. Therefore particles originating from

gluons are added to the two quark jets such that the overall xE distribution is expected

to be found between the quark and the gluon distribution. Figure 4 shows that this is

indeed the case for both Y and Mercedes type events. The distributions of quark jets

and gluon jets cross at xE � 0:2.
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In order to search for a possible energy dependence we compare integrals of the scaled

energy distributions from quark and gluon jets for Y (< E >= 24:2 GeV) and Mercedes

events (< E >= 30:4 GeV). In the range 0:25 � xE � 0:8 the average multiplicity is

decreased by the amount of Q = �(14%� 3% (stat)) for quark jets. The xE region was

chosen to be above xE � 0:2 and include as high xE values as possible with su�cient

statistics. The observed decrease is similar in magnitude to the one observed for charged

hadrons in the same xE range from e+e� annihilation at lower energies (compare [34]).

The same change in gluon initiated jets is �(33%�7% (stat)), thus a factor 2.4�0:5 (stat)
larger than for quark jets. Accepting the scaling violation process as the reason for the

observed energy dependence a stronger energy dependence is indeed expected for gluon

jets due to the higher colour charge of the gluon and thus the increased probability to

radiate further gluons. Na��vely the ratio of the energy dependences for gluon and quark

jets is related to the quark and gluon colour factors Q = (CA+ � �nfTf)=CF ' 2:5. Here

nf is the e�ective number of active quark avours and � (O(0.1)) is an extra suppression

factor expected due to di�erent dynamics of gluon radiation and g ! q�q splitting. Thus

the observed energy dependence of the energy distributions may be taken as a qualitative

indication that at large momenta the quark and gluon splitting processes take place as

expected from QCD. However further studies and especially more data are needed to

�rmly establish this interpretation.

The longitudinal and transverse properties of jets can be addressed by the rapidity

and the jet-broadness distributions. Figure 5 shows the comparison of the distribution

of the rapidity corresponding to the most energetic particle in quark and gluon jets as

determined again from Y and Mercedes events. The rapidity in quark jets reaches larger

values than for gluon jets. Again this is understood because in case of the quark jet a

leading hadron may incorporate the quark as a valence quark whereas in the gluon case

quarks have to be created �rst by gluon splitting. The average leading hadron rapidity as

function of energy is shown in �gure 7(a). For all energies the average rapidity is about

�� ' 0:5 larger in the quark than in the gluon jets. For both types of jets the expected

increase with energy is observed.

The �-variable de�ned in Eq. 3 is constructed to give a quantitative measure of the

broadness of jets. The examination of Y and Mercedes events (�gure 6) shows that gluon

jets are wider than quark jets as expected from the di�erent quark and gluon colour

structure. The mean value of this variable for both quark and gluon jets is shown in

�gure 7(b) as a function of jet energy. It is evident that although both quark and gluon

jets become narrower with increasing energy, the gluon jet remains broader than its quark

counterpart of equivalent energy.

5.3 The String E�ect

Coherence phenomena are basic to any gauge theory. In QCD jet dynamics two

classes of coherence occur: intra-jet and inter-jet coherence. The so called string e�ect

corresponds to the latter class and deals with the angular structure of soft particle ow

when three or more energetic partons are involved in the process. According to QCD in

leading order, the particle angular distributions are predicted to depend on the geometry

and colour topology of the whole jet ensemble [5] and, hence, measurable di�erences in

the particle ow distributions are expected for:

� di�erent inter-jet regions of the same initial q�qg con�guration,
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� same inter-jet region and same initial three jet event con�guration but di�erent

colour nature, i.e., comparing q�qg w.r.t. q�q.

The investigation of all these situations is discussed below.

So far the string e�ect has mainly been analysed using asymmetric events where an-

gular regions of increased gluon density could be selected using jet energy ordering. In

this analysis we investigate the string e�ect in symmetric q�qg events where the quark

jets are tagged using the double vertex method. Figure 8(a) presents the normalised

di�erential particle ow as a function of the angle 	 of the particles w.r.t. the direction

of the most energetic quark jet (oriented to the 2
nd

quark jet) as determined from 568

Mercedes events. As expected the particle ow in the inter-jet region between the two

quarks, opposite to the gluon is suppressed w.r.t. the inter-jet regions anked by a quark

and the gluon. This suggests that the string e�ect is also present in fully symmetric

events and it is not an artifact of kinematic selections. Quantitatively comparing the

minima located at �[50�; 70�], the particle ow in the q�q and in the qg regions gives a

ratio of the population asymmetry of Rg = Nqg=Nqq = 2:23 � 0:37 for the Durham Jet

de�nition.

Starting from the qqg/qq event sample, qqg events satisfying the double vertex tag

were selected with the additional constraint of ful�lling a Y event con�guration in which

the separation between the most energetic jet and the other two jets was required to

be �� = 150
� � 10

�
. The qqg sample was thus composed by 558 events and its

charged particle density is shown in �gure 8(b) analogously to �gure 8(a). The ratio

of the charged particle ow has also been calculated for this case between the angular

intervals �[�35�;�115�], leading to Rg = Nqg=Nqq = 1:60 � 0:10 with Durham and

Rg = Nqg=Nqq = 1:61 � 0:10 with Jade.

For further quantitative analysis the above set of q�qg Y events has been compared to

the corresponding set of 84 q�q events with the same con�guration. A cleaner veri�cation

of the string e�ect is then evident when comparing the particle ow in the qq region

[+35
�;+115�], with the corresponding region in qq events (�gure 8(c)). A value for the

ratio of these particle densities without detector correction is measured to be:

R(2vtx) =
Nqq(qqg)

Nqq(qq)
= 0:56� 0:06 (stat:)� 0:02 (acc:+ pur:)� 0:01 (jet alg:) ;

where the second error considers the e�ect of a possible correction due to the detector

acceptance and to the gluon/quark jet purities of both event samples. It should be noticed

that individual corrections of about 10% are to be applied for both the numerator and

the denominator. However, they account for similar detector e�ects and most of them

compensate in the ratio R(2vtx). Selecting mainly bbg events by using the double vertex

technique was not found to signi�cantly a�ect this ratio at large angles of 75
�� 40

�
. The

third quoted error corresponds to the dispersion on the result as given by the two jet

�nding schemes used in the analysis.

The reconstructed energies of the quark jets were summed up for each event and

the average values of the qq and qqg data samples, about 60 GeV for this con�guration,

were then computed. The corresponding value of the qq distribution was found to exceed

that of the qqg distribution by �3%. This is commonly understood as a kinematic factor

originating in the arti�cial mass acquired after fragmentation by the gluon jet which

decreases the energies of the quark jets. This energy shift however cannot account for

the large di�erence in the particle ow observed in data which amounts to about 40%.
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Figure 8: Charged particle ow for various three jet event con�gurations: (a) Mercedes

qqg events, (b) Y qqg events and (c) Y qq events. In all plots, the number of particles

is also indicated by the vertical scale at the right side.
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This result can then be compared to the asymptotic perturbative QCD expectation [5]

which, for the speci�c topological con�guration of this analysis, can be parametrised

according to:

R(QCD) =
Nqq(qqg)

Nqq(qq)
� 0:65n2c � 1

n2c � 1

� 0:60 ; (4)

with nc = 3 representing the number of colours.

This result shows for the �rst time that inter-jet coherence can be measured to occur

according to the perturbative QCD prescription.

In case the ratio R is calculated using q�qg events with the leptonic tag its value

increases to R(�; e) = 0:68 � 0:07 which is qualitatively in rather good agreement

with [9,10] taking into account that for each analysis the inclusive lepton selection is

di�erent. This result also con�rms studies from [8,9] which �nd that the measured inter-

jet coherence e�ect slightly increases when the used quark and gluon jet samples contain

higher purities. The above ratios are obtained directly from the measured data, but,

if R(2vtx) and R(�; e) were corrected according to our understanding of the sample

purities and kinematic e�ects, corrections of +3% for R(2vtx) and {19% for R(�; e)

would be obtained. The combination of the corrected values of R using the results from

various anti-tagged gluon samples looks attractive but has little e�ect in reducing the

statistical error since this is limited by the number of events in the qq sample which is

common for all sets, and, furthermore, the use of large correction factors may lessen the

credibility of the result. If only the anti-tagged double vertex gluon sample is considered,

the corrected value for R(2vtx) is:

R(2vtx) = 0:58 � 0:06 (stat:+ syst:) : (5)

6 Charged Multiplicity in  + n� jet Events

Scaling violations of the fragmentation functions of quarks and gluons are predicted

in QCD [5]. The distribution of the scaled energy xE of the �nal state hadrons depends

therefore on the center-of-mass energy

p
s. When the center-of-mass energy increases

more phase space for gluon radiation becomes available leading to a softer spectrum of the

scaled energy of the produced hadrons. The probability for gluon radiation is proportional

to the strong coupling constant and hence it is possible to use QCD calculations in order

to determine �s when measuring such distributions at di�erent center-of-mass energies

[34]. As a consequence of these phenomena, the multiplicity of e+e� �nal state hadronic

events also depends on the center-of-mass energy even though with opposite behaviour, as

it increases when the average xE decreases. The QCD prediction for this latter observable

has been computed as a function of �s including the resummation of leading (LLA) and

next-to-leading (NLLA) corrections [35]:

nch(s) = a�s(s)
bec=
p

�s(s)

�
1 +O(

q
�s(s))

�
; (6)

where s is the squared center-of-mass energy and a is a parameter not calculable from

perturbation theory whose value has been �tted from data [35,36]. The constants b = 0:49

and c = 2:27 are predicted by the theory and �s(s) is the strong coupling constant. This

expression is, however, subject to sizeable corrections due to the neglected higher order

terms, O(
q
�s(s)).
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The emission of high energy radiative �nal state photons is well established and follows

QED rules without interfering with the strong QCD processes involved in the hadroni-

sation of quarks. It seems therefore reasonable to extract the photon from each qq

event and study the corresponding mean charged multiplicity, nch, of the qq system as

a function of its reduced squared center-of-mass energy: s0 = s(1 � 2E=
p
s). It is then

reasonable to compare the distribution thus obtained with the theoretical perturbative

QCD calculation of Eq. 6. The result serves to cross-check the absence of biases in the

quark jet sample used for the previous analyses and, furthermore, the value of �s which

can be �tted from Eq. 6 can indicate to which extend and under which circumstances

this approach is valid.

Corrections due to the di�erent avour composition between the two processes of

interest, e+e� ! qq at rather low e+e� energies and e+e� ! qq at

p
s � MZ, should

be, in principle, considered. At

p
s << MZ the former interaction is mainly governed

by the charge of the produced quarks that couple to the virtual intermediate photon.

For the latter reaction, at LEP energies, the situation is a bit more complicated as the

quark production is governed by the weak coupling of the quark to the Z boson and,

the �nal state photons are radiated according to the quark electric charge squared. The

convolution of these two processes determines the avour composition in this latter case

which slightly di�ers from that obtained at lower e+e� energies, namely +1.7% for d�type
quarks and {2.6% for u � type quarks. In the case of b quarks, e�ective mass e�ects

further reduced this di�erence by about 1.1% [37,38]. In the least favourable case of b

quarks, which contain the largest mean charged multiplicity values, the di�erent avour

composition due to the various center-of-mass energies at which the e+e� interaction

takes place, produces shifts in the mean charged multiplicity distribution of less than

0.04 particles, according to the reported multiplicity di�erence of [29,30]. Therefore, this

e�ect can be safely neglected.

In order to include all possibilities in which hard gluon radiation may occur before the

emission of photons, other possibilities than just  + 2 � jets ought to be included. For

this purpose, topologies with  + n � jets (n running from 1 to �4) are also considered
in this section. A total of 129 extra events are found to ful�l this condition in the

Durham selected sample and are added to the qq sample whose selection is described

in section 2.3.2. These data originate mainly from events with n greater than two and

populate the s0 region close to MZ .

The e�ect on the multiplicity distribution of requiring a minimum isolation angle for

the photon of 20
�
has also been studied and quanti�ed. A small correction of the order

of 1-2% has been considered depending on s0 for the available kinematic energy range

s0 � 85 GeV.

The mean charged multiplicity of these events has been calculated using the unfolding

method explained in section 5.1. As indicated in �gure 9, a very good agreement is

achieved when comparing these data to the resulting �ts to data collected at lower e+e�

squared center-of-mass energies, s � s0, of references [35,36]. The parameters used have

been: a = 0:059 � 0:012 and �s(MZ) = 0:106, as derived in [36]. A further test can

still be envisaged by comparing the mean charged multiplicity at

p
s = MZ as obtained

from an independent DELPHI analysis [29] and the extrapolation of the present results.

This is also shown in �gure 9, where the data point corresponding to

p
s = MZ has been

modi�ed from that of [29] to account for the di�erent avour composition. A reasonably

smooth transition can be observed in the curves. All these results con�rm that the present

analysis is �rmly supported and consistent with previous measurements and thus that

the quark sample extracted from q�q events is unbiased.
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p
s0. The value corresponding to

p
s0 � MZ is extracted

from [29], notice however that only the statistical error is shown.

The dashed and solid curves correspond to the �t from [36] and

from our best �t using Eq. 7 including all data points, respectively.

A value for �s(MZ) can be extracted, using only DELPHI data, by directly �tting

Eq. 6 to the mean charged multiplicity. Due to the limited statistics the uncertainty on

�s(MZ) is large but can be reduced if a �xed value of the a parameter is used. In order

to consider the e�ect of the higher order corrections to Eq. 6, an estimator d can be

introduced in the form:

nch(s) = a�s(s)
bec=
p

�s(s)

�
1 + d �

q
�s(s)

�
: (7)

A �t to data using Eq. 7 with �s(MZ), being expressed at second order, and d as free

parameters leads to the following result:

�s(MZ) = 0:114 � 0:005 (stat:)� 0:008 (syst: : a)� 0:005 (theo: : d) ;

where the �rst systematic error indicates the dependence w.r.t. the value of the parameter

a and the second is due to the d parameter whose �tted value is 0:58� 0:47.

In case all data are used in the �t, i.e. including the last energy point at

p
s = MZ

with systematic and statistical errors being considered, the increase in statistics enables
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the three parameters, a, d and �s(s), to be adjusted at the same time. The result is:

�s(MZ) = 0:116 � 0:003 (stat:)� 0:007 (syst: : pur:)� 0:005 (theo: : d) ;

with a = 0:070�0:015 and d = 0:20�0:32. The �rst systematic error has been computed

taking into account the e�ect of the purity correction when adapting the last energy point

at

p
s =MZ from reference [29] to the present analysis. Note, however, the large existing

correlation factor of � 0:3 between the parameters a and �s(s), since the former acts as

kind of \o�set" and the latter determines the \slope". The reduction of this dependence

therefore requires more data to be used in the �t, especially at the lowest energy points.

The obtained �2=n:d:f: in this �t is 0:9.

7 Summary and Conclusion

Properties of quark and gluon jets are deduced from Z hadronic decays into three jets

which have been identi�ed as q�qg and q�q �nal states. Heavy quark tagging by the vertex

detector and lepton identi�cation has been used to anti-tag the gluon jets. These jets are

compared to quark jets of similar energies measured in q�q events or quark and gluon

jet mixtures in symmetric three jet events. The extracted properties of pure quark and

gluon jets do not depend on corrections using fragmentation models and are insensitive

to the b quark fragmentation because the quark reference samples are depleted from b

events.

The average ratio of the mean charged multiplicity in gluon and quark jets speci�ed

with the Durham algorithm is found to be

< r >= 1:241 � 0:015 (stat:)� 0:025 (syst:) :

This result is obtained using three di�erent techniques which yield consistent results.

The data exhibit an energy dependence of the ratio r which was �tted using a linear

function to yield the slope

�r=�E = (86� 29 (stat:)� 14 (syst:)) � 10�4 GeV�1 :

The indication for the energy dependence (2.7�) comes mainly from the comparison

of q�qg and q�q events but is supported by the studies of symmetric events.

Similar energy behaviour is found when the Jade algorithm is used, even though with

a signi�cant o�set of r towards a higher value

< r >= 1:369 � 0:019 (stat:)� 0:035 (syst:) ;

indicating that for a given �xed energy there is still a further dependence on the value

of r due to the algorithm used to reconstructed jets, mostly correlated with its intrinsic

angular acceptance for soft particles [19]. As a consequence of this and as could be

expected from the gluon particle spectrum, gluon jet multiplicities have been measured

to be more sensitive to this e�ect than the corresponding multiplicities from quark jets.

The inclusive particle spectrum from gluon jets is found to be much softer compared

to quark jets. At large momenta the cross section for gluons is suppressed by almost

one order of magnitude. The increase in multiplicity takes place at small momentum. A

slight decrease of the inclusive spectra at large xE with energy for quark and gluon jets

is observed, being stronger for gluon jets. For quark jets it is consistent with the energy
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dependence measured by lower energy experiments attributed to gluon radiation (scaling

violations). In the case of gluons a stronger energy dependence is measured as expected

because of the higher radiation probability for gluons due to their higher colour charge.

The softer spectrum of gluon jets is supported by the study of the leading particle

rapidity. The energy dependence and quark gluon di�erence are consistent with expec-

tations. Gluon jets are observed to be broader than quark jets.

Studies of the string e�ect show that it is present in fully symmetric events and, also,

that it depends on the colour nature of the initial three jet con�guration. A quantitative

comparison of the particle rates in the region opposite to the gluon and to the photon in

q�qg and q�q events yields

R(2vtx) = 0:58 � 0:06 (stat:+ syst:) ;

consistent with the asymptotic perturbative QCD expectation for this topology,

RQCD ' 0:6. This result con�rms for the �rst time that inter-jet coherence measurements

agree with the quantitative perturbative QCD prescription.

The validity of this result is underlined by the study of the mean charged multiplicity

in q�q events. This is shown to follow nicely the expectation from lower energy e+e� data

supporting our premise that the q�q events are a relevant unbiased reference sample. A

�t using the leading and next-to-leading order calculation to these data gives a value

corresponding to the strong coupling constant �s(MZ) of

�s(MZ) = 0:116 � 0:003 (stat:)� 0:009 (syst:) ;

which is in good agreement with other measurements of �s, especially with the �t to the

data on charged multiplicity at lower center-of-mass energies [35,36].
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